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CHAPTER 8  

Trust Management in the U-ATM 

Who can be trusted within the ambient e-service environment? Is there any reason 
to believe that someone is trustworthy? Since the compositions of nearby users are 
highly dynamic and their short-lived identities are anonymous and localized, the 
ambient e-service applications are running within a hidden but dynamical social 
organization. By comparison to traditional organizations, identities within this social 
organization are not permanent, which makes all interactions and the organization itself 
transient. We highlight the moment of value of every interaction that happens within the 
surrounding environment. That is, we should consider the trust estimation at the 
moment a user is engaged with someone who is near their present location. According 
to Govier (1997), social trust is not blind, but derives from personal or interpersonal 
experience, and those experiences are gathered from the informal groups the constitute 
daily life. Users may retrieve various experiences as the decision resource, but how are 
those experiences obtained from the ambient e-service environment? 

8.1 Case Scenario 

Consider a trust decision in ordinary life: Alice would like to determine whether 
Bob is trustworthy or not. In order to determine whether Bob is trustworthy, Alice may 
obtain intelligence about Bob. The most persuasive evidence is personal experience 
from the previous interactions between Alice and Bob. Such information may be used to 
estimate Bob’s trustworthiness, for example: can Bob can make a commitment to fulfill 
an agreement? Is Bob competent to carry out his promise? Does Bob care about the 
needs and demands of Alice? What is the probability of Bob’s compliance with the 
obligation? These represent core questions of a trust situation.  

If Alice is not very familiar with Bob, the most persuasive evidence may be 
unreachable. Since substitutional decision evidence is useful, Alice may gather opinions 
from the personal experiences of friends. Such information is distinguished from direct 
personal experience, but is a kind of interpersonal experience. For example, assuming 
Candy is trusted by Alice, and Bob has had interactions with Candy before, if Alice 
inquires of Candy whether Bob is credible, then Candy’s opinions may influence Alice’s 
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decision estimation. Secondhand opinions are meaningful only if Alice can obtain 
useful information from a person who has interacted with Bob before and is trusted by 
Alice. The least desirable situation occurs when not only Alice herself but also her 
friends do not know Bob, and there are thus fewer information sources for trust 
estimation. If Bob belongs to a social group, the group he belongs to can be used as 
another information source. A social group is understood here as a collection of 
individuals connected by some network of social relationships, which may as a whole 
be distinguished from other people or groups of other people in relatively definite ways. 
The whole as such may be determined by common characteristics, by shared aims 
and/or values, and normative convictions. If Bob belongs to a social group that is 
famous for honesty, that information may be used to estimate whether Bob is 
trustworthy.  

Such situations are common in ordinary human life. In the ambient e-service 
environment, however, circumstances have undergone important changes, creating new 
challenges.  

 First and the most important variation: the identity crisis. 
In ordinary life, the identity of each user is long-lived. Information relevant to the 
social trust experience of each identity can be collected and analyzed over the long 
term, and compared with the experiences of others. However, the ambient e-service 
environment focuses on the privacy protection, making identities that are valid 
only within a short period of time, letting the identity expire when the user leaves 
the radius of the e-environment. The possibility of tracing and analyzing an 
identity is decreased. Therefore, even though users can collect and analyze a 
specific target identity’s interaction experiences, those obtained experiences are 
only meaningful when the identity is live. When time limit is exceeded or the user 
leaves the system radius, the identity expires and another new identity is created, 
totally unlinkable to the original identity. Obviously, historical experience records 
may not aid in trust estimation because the related identity no longer exists. 
Consequently, all valid experience data sources are limited to the surrounding 
space of the user’s current position and the short life of the identity. Certainly, 
those changes have advantages. First, all available data are closely related to the 
user’s context and the surrounding environment. Second, as mentioned earlier, 
exclusion of the ancient history experience records may reduce the data processing 
load, and remain within the limitations of the restricted computational and storage 
capabilities of mobile devices. 
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 The second variation: the dynamic composition of nearby environment. 
The identities are short-lived and constantly changing in the ambient e-service 
environment. Before any interactions begin, the identities do not know each other 
and the identity life time is not long enough to support the establishment of long 
term trust relationships. Although the user can acquire opinions about whether 
someone is trustworthy from nearby peers, acquiring information through the 
social network similar to the FOAF (Friend-of-a-friend, Golbeck 2003) and is not 
that easy, especially in an ambient e-service environment. Since the ambient 
e-service environment is dissimilar to a traditional internet environment that can 
establish a giant trust evidence chain or a huge trust network to analyze and 
estimate trustworthiness for someone by transfer of opinions through the network 
relationship to an estimation score. Such complex trust networks are not feasible 
and considerable communication loadings may not suitable given the 
computational and storage restrictions of mobile devices in an ambient e-service 
environment. 

 The third variation: the changed data source for experience information. 
In the traditional commerce environment, reputation or trust estimations are based 
on the accomplishment of transactions. If the transaction is not completed, there 
are no personal experience records for a specific user. Moreover, the 
multiple-layered privacy protection design with its irregular pseudonym changes 
leads to a transaction record that traces back to a temporary identity. Clearly, 
acquiring interaction experiences from transaction records will lead to only a little 
experience information being available. Further, transaction-based information is 
already included in the reputation management for each interaction pseudonym and 
its global reputation will update automatically after the corresponding transaction 
is completed. Additionally, social group information may not always practical for 
trust estimation since information about which group an identity belongs to is not 
always accessible, as the user can decide whether to reveal the group information. 
Given the limitations of the ambient e-service environment, other experience 
sources that can be used for trust estimation must be developed. 

8.2 Issues 

Traditional solutions for trust estimation may not be feasible due to the conditions 
of identity and environmental circumstances have encountered vital changes from the 
ambient e-service environment. The above mentioned trust challenges lead to the 
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following issues: 

1. Short identity lifetimes make historical experience meaningless. 

 The obtained transaction experience may become irrelevant when the 
correspondent identity expires. The transaction experience must belong to the 
remaining active identity so that the experience data is still meaningful. 

 The user must retrieve the experience information from nearby users in a 
timely fashion. Only when the target identity is still live is such experience 
information valuable for the trust estimation. 

2. Short-lived identities make the gathered information more risky. 

 Although experience information is still available from the social network, the 
gathered data are riskier since identities do not have a constant trust 
relationship. Weighted computations for various information sources will lead 
to heavy storage loadings and be a burden on system efficiency. Moreover, 
since the risk of various information sources is high, the adjusted trust data 
may not bring significant benefits to the trust estimation. 

3. Decreased available information sources lead to an urgent requirement for 
other estimation sources. 

 The transaction-based experience is usually treated as the information source 
for trust estimation. Such data can be used to determine whether an identity is 
believable in a traditional commerce environment. But identity expires 
quickly in the ambient e-service environment, and other information sources 
become necessary for the trust estimation.  

8.3 U-ATM Design Concept for Trust Management 

Consideration of the trust estimation design under the ambient e-service 
environment comprises three dimensions. In order to deal with the changes originating 
from the ambient e-service environment, the solution must explore other possible data 
sources in addition to the transaction-based information, and seek out alternative 
evidences for trust estimation. However, experience data obtained from the surrounding 
environment or evidence chains over the social network may entail risks. If the obtained 
information cannot provide enough reliable evidence for better trust estimation results, 
then the tradeoff between data usability and efficiency should be taken into 
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consideration. Since all of the available trust experience and other heterogeneous 
information sources should be taken into account for trust estimation, the limitations of 
mobile devices make the selection for comparative valuable information sources an 
important issue. Users have to decide the level of risk they are willing to endure from 
weighted heterogeneous data sources. Detailed design considerations are discussed 
below. 

8.3.1 Exploring alternative data source for trust estimation: 
the Interaction-based experience 

In the traditional e-commerce environment, most of the trust evaluation 
mechanisms are based on transaction-based information sources. The identity 
characteristics of an ambient e-service environment result in little transaction-based 
information being available for users to determine whether a peer is trustworthy. 
Therefore, the alternative data sources for trust estimation are essential and urgently 
needed. Researchers have suggested that the behavior of users in the interaction may be 
useful and relevant to the estimation.  

Researchers have defined trust as an expectation, in the following ways: 
“expectancy held by an individual that the word, promise or written communication of 
another can be relied upon” (Rotter, 1967, p. 651); “expectation related to subjective 
probability an individual assigns to the occurrence of some set of future events” 
(Rempel, Holmes, & Zanna, 1985, p. 96); “expectation of technically competent role 
performance” (Barber, 1983, p. 14); or “expectations of fiduciary obligation and 
responsibility, that is, the expectation that some others in our social relationships have 
moral obligations and responsibility to demonstrate a special concern for others’ 
interests above their own” (Barber, p. 14). These definitions all include the element of 
expectation regarding behaviors or outcomes. 

The expectation of a user’s behavior from Barber (1983) includes the technical 
competence and a high opinion of another’s interests (Barber, 1983). Earle and 
Cvetkovice (1995) believe that social trust is based on the value of competence and 
responsibility (Earle & Cvetkovich, 1995). Mayer (1995) suggested that factors for 
measuring trustworthiness include ability, integrity, and benevolence (Mayer, Davis, & 
Schoorman, 1995). Singh and Sirdeshmukh (2000) argue that competence and 
benevolence are two different concepts for trust expectation. Competence represents 
user compliance with the service agreement and reliable and honest performance of it. 
Benevolence means that the service provider will value the customer’s interests before 
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their own profit. The expectations and determinations for trust are all related to the 
concepts of competence, benevolence and responsibility. The competence, benevolence 
and responsibility are the major factors for satisfying the “Cognitive-based trust” and 
the “Affective-based trust” in interpersonal trust (Lewis & Weigert, 1985). McAllister 
(1995) suggests that competence and responsibility are generally used for 
cognitive-based trust estimation. For the sake of affective-based trust estimation, user 
feelings are highly correlated to trust relationships and performed with benevolence and 
goodwill to improve communication. 

When applying emotional measurement factors to judge provided services, 
interaction-based experiences are desirable information sources for trust estimation -- 
the judgment of whether the service provider has the ability to give the needed service. 
Does the buyer can comprehend whether the service provider really cares for their needs 
in providing the service? More importantly, do the provided services actually fulfill the 
buyer’s urgent needs for all requirements? The following table (Table 8-1) indicates 
how those emotional factors are used for trust measurement in related research.  

We map the competence concept for determination of whether a seller has the 
ability and sufficient service resources to cope with user demands. The benevolence 
concept is used to determine whether the seller really cares about the customer’s needs 
or whether the buyer is simply sending spam for sales promotion. Service providers 
should supply the customer with appropriate services that satisfy the customer’s real 
needs. Finally, we map the responsibility concept for customers to measure whether the 
service provider is able to reach the goal they have promised to accomplish. Customers 
will verify whether the provided services are as good as their original expectation. 

Table 8-1. Interaction-based trust: definition concepts and related works. 

Concepts Operational definition Related work 

Competence 

Sellers should have the ability and 
have enough service resources for 
providing users their desired 
services.  

Earle & Cvetkovice (1995), 
Mayer (1995), Singh & 
Sirdeshmukh (2000), 
McAllister (1995), Lewis & 
Wiegert (1985) 

Benevolence 
Seller should really care about the 
customer’s urgent needs and supply 
them appropriate services 

Mayer (1995), Singh & 
Sirdeshmukh (2000), Lweis & 
Wiegert (1985) 

Responsibility 
Provided services satisfy the 
original expectation. 

Earle & Cvetkovice (1995), 
Mayer (1995), McAllister 
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Service provider is able to reach the 
goal they promised to accomplish. 

(1995), Lweis & Wiegert (1985)

From what has been discussed above, it seems reasonable to conclude that in 
addition to the traditional transaction-based experience, the interaction-based experience 
may be the alternative information source for trust estimation for ambient e-service 
transactions. Alternative experience sources come from the estimation of service 
providers: the offered service; the goodwill and benevolence they showed; and the 
judgment of whether the provided service satisfies the customer’s original expectation 
and whether the service provider could fulfill the commitment to supply the appropriate 
services to the customer. 

8.3.2 Determining acceptable targets for information 
acquisition 

In addition to personal experience, available information sources also include the 
interpersonal experiences from one’s social network. The multiple-layered identity 
design allows user own a random changeable identity to enhance the privacy protection 
for various ambient e-service applications. One user may have many provisionary 
historical identities recorded in his/her mobile device. Those historical histories may be 
fragmentary, but plenty of records may still provide rich personal information for trust 
estimation, especially those which are their own experiences. Although personal 
experiences are stored separately in different identities, records of the user’s own direct 
experiences are still available and will influence users themselves most strongly. 

Since all other users within the ambient e-service environment have many random 
changeable identities and it cannot be recognized which psuedoidentity belongs to what 
real identity, each identity must be treated as an autonomous information source. For 
example, assume that three interaction pseudonyms belong to Alice, IPA, IPB, and IPC. 
Although all three identities correspond to Alice, but only one interaction pseudonym is 
currently active and alive in the ambient e-service environment, while others may be 
used and expired. Another user cannot recognize that all the experience for IPA, IPB, and 
IPC are part of Alice’s personal experience. Assuming Alice set her preferences so she is 
willing to share her opinions and estimations for all interaction peers she is engaged 
with. If the interaction-based trust estimation for acquiring personal opinion for the 
particular identity IPA, the obtained data will not be limited to the experiences registered 
to IPA only. What will be revealed is how Alice estimates the particular identity by all 
her historical experience and summarized in a general trust value. The estimation comes 
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from all the personal experiences of Alice’s different identities stored in her mobile 
devices. In this case, all interaction experiences stored in IPA, IPB, and IPC will be 
summarized and respond to the request. Alice will share all her owned experiences 
instead of the experiences that belong to the specific identity which a peer has inquired 
about. 

In normal life the social group could be used for trust estimation, but this may not 
workable under the ambient e-service environment. For applying social group trust to a 
particular identity will involve privacy issues, since the revelation of which social group 
an identity belongs to should only be decided by users themselves. Considering that 
users may not want to disclose their private matters in an unfamiliar environment, the 
inference for social group trust may not suitable for an ambient e-service environment. 

Consider the requirement of lightweight computation and risk management. The 
ad-hoc composition of nearby peers is in a dynamic condition. Because identities within 
the environment are short-lived and localized, most of the identities may not be 
recognizable to each other unless interactions connect them to each other. Even direct 
personal experience obtained from nearby users may not reliable enough for users to 
trust without concern. Secondary experience information gathered from the evidence 
chains over the social network may be more risky for users in making a trust decision. 
For transformation of these data into the trust estimation, the utility of these high risky 
data may be comparatively low, but they will dramatically increase the system loadings. 
Therefore, one possible design for interaction-based experience is to acquire the first 
layer peers from the nearby environment instead of all the connection links through the 
social network. This design balances the tradeoff between lightweight computation and 
risk management, keeping some proportion of reliable indirect information sources for 
trust estimation and making various interaction-based information sources feasible for 
improving the decision quality especially under the ambient e-service environment. 
Therefore, the firsthand interaction-based experiences from the nearby peers are 
alternative information sources, in addition to the global reputation for trust estimation. 

8.3.3 Data coordination for heterogeneous information 
sources 

Aggregating heterogeneous data sources into a summarized trust estimation value 
is discussed from the two major perspectives. There are two kinds of reference data for 
trust estimation available in the ambient e-service environment: transaction-based 
experience and interaction-based experience. The interaction-based experience is further 
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included with various data sources via the first stratum of the user’s social network, as 
discussed below. 

A. Transaction Based Data (Global Trust) 

The word “Global Trust” represents one of the major information sources, the 
transaction-based reputation score, noted as global reputation. This reputation score is 
collected from all the available transaction records, which is why it is termed global 
reputation, in contrast to local trust that considers only the cognitive or affective 
opinions of nearby users. Due to the identity design, each identity will inherit a 
reputation score from the correspondent real identity. The reputation score represents 
not only the reputation that belongs to a specific identity but all the reputations that 
accompany the real personal identity. The global reputation is obtained from each 
transaction performed by any interaction pseudonym belonging to the same user. The 
reputation score is transferred a measurement factor for trust estimation, which is why it 
is named “Global Trust.” Global Trust is a transformed reputation score, which is 
disclosed in a summarized style and not linked to any detailed transaction information. 
The global trust information is always available for each identity and will be updated 
once the reputation score has changed. 

B. Interaction Based Data (Local Trust) 

In contrast to the global trust that considers overall available historical transaction 
records, the interaction-based experience focuses on the cognitive and affective aspects. 
During the transaction process, how the service provider cares about a customer’s 
demand and urgent needs will be highlighted. Since the interaction experiences are 
collected from the surrounding environment, “Local Trust” represents a concept in 
which a location-independent trust estimation can be generated from the 
interaction-based experience. The service provision will be evaluated by customers to 
determine whether it fulfills the customer’s expectations. After receiving the service 
requirement task from the customer, a service provider may offer possible 
corresponding actions. If the service provider is capable of providing a solution and the 
provided service pack actually fulfills the customer’s expectation, the experience could 
be treated as a positive experience. However, if the service provider is not able to 
provide the required service but replaces it with an alternative solution that can also 
satisfy customer’s expectation, then the experience evaluation is the customer’s call. If 
the service provider is either uninterested in providing related service or the demand is 
irrelevant to their service domain, the service provider should avoid occupying 
customer’s limited communication resource and just ignore the requirement message. 
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However, if the service provider is neither competent to provide required services nor 
capable to provide alternative solutions, but neglects the user’s urgent demands and 
sends annoying spam messages, these actions could be treated as the negative 
experience. 

We will discuss the uniqueness of the sources of the interaction-based experience 
from the perspectives of personal experience and interpersonal experience. 

 Personal interaction-based experience 

Personal interaction-based experience can be gathered from all available 
interaction records that are held by user’s diverse interaction pseudonyms. These 
personal experiences are direct experiences acquired from the interaction processes and 
represent how the service provider values the customer’s desire. Customers will send 
messages and propose their desired tasks to the potential service provider (i.e., other 
nearby peers). Service providers may analyze the task message by evaluating 
themselves to see whether the task fits their service domain and their currently available 
resources for offering services. When lacking favorable service packages, service 
provider may have to determine whether to take the risk to respond actively and send 
customers irrelevant services instead. This action, being risky, may entail a penalty. 
Generally speaking, customers will evaluate the provided services and evaluate whether 
the service actually satisfies the customer’s expectation. Providing irrelevant services 
and occupying customer resources sometimes will be classified as a noxious seller. 

 Interpersonal interaction-based experience 

The interpersonal interaction-based experience comes from the credibility 
investigation processes that inquire of nearby users about the interaction experience and 
the overall opinions for the target user. Gathered evaluative opinions are aggregated and 
adjusted by the reputation score of each information source. Various reputation scores of 
each information source may used for reliability estimation and represent the degree of 
risks for taking these opinions into consideration. Therefore, interpersonal 
interaction-based experience is calculated by the weighted averages method for 
heterogeneous information sources and summarized as an evaluation score. 

We outline trust estimation as follows. The interaction-based trust estimation 
includes the following two computational considerations: the local trust evaluation and 
the aggregation of heterogeneous data sources. They can be further unfolded into two 
sub-tasks.  
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 Local Trust evaluation based on personal experience: 

I. Task matching evaluations for all interaction processes. 

II. Data consolidation for available personal local trust data within owned 
interaction pseudonyms. 

 Interpersonal experience aggregation for heterogeneous data sources: 

I. Gathering available opinions thought the creditability investigation for target 
peer estimation. 

II. Create a transaction candidate list from aggregating obtained heterogeneous 
data sources. 

 

8.4 The U-ATM Trust Management Design 

8.4.1 Local Trust Evaluation 

Local trust estimation involves two dimensions. The first requires determination of 
the trustworthiness from the interactions by demander (customer) to justify whether the 
provided service satisfies their expectation. The second is responding to the creditability 
investigation by consolidation of the available personal experience as a trust evaluation 
value and send back to the investigation demander. 

A. The degree evaluation of task matching for each interaction 

The determination of how a peer can recognize whether the various received 
service package information will satisfy user expectation will involve the 
cognitive-decision for each communication message. In order to facilitate mutual 
understanding for each peer, an ontology is essential for effective communication. Once 
the service provider can comprehend the content of customer needs and respond with 
adequate service packages, then the communication is successful and will affect the 
interaction-based trust estimation positively. 

The ontology-based search is applied to a task matching process in each 
transaction. Jasper and Uschold (1999) classified applications of ontologies into four 
main categories, emphasizing that an application may integrate more than one of these 
categories: (1) Neutral Authoring: an ontology is developed in a single language and is 
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translated into different formats and used in multiple target applications; (2) Ontology 
as Specification: an ontology of a given domain is created and provides a vocabulary for 
specifying requirements for one or more target applications. In fact, the ontology is used 
as a basis for specification and development of software, allowing knowledge reuse; (3) 
Common Access to Information: an ontology is used to enable multiple target 
applications (or humans) to have access to heterogeneous sources of information that 
are expressed using a diverse vocabulary or inaccessible format; and (4) 
Ontology-based Search: an ontology is used for searching an information repository for 
desired resources, improving precision and reducing the overall amount of time spent 
searching.  

As pointed out in Jasper & Uschold (1999), an ontology may play several roles in 
assisting a search: (i) it can be used for semantically structuring and organizing the 
information repository; (ii) it may be used as a conceptual framework to developers 
think about this repository and formulate queries; (iii) it can be used for refining queries; 
and (iv) it may be used to perform inference to improve the query. In our study, the 
ontology-based search has great potential to facilitate the interaction parties matching 
their desired resources and comparing the received service package information in order 
to determine the candidate service provider.  

The fitness will be matched by comparing the demanded task and supplied services, 
and the communication messages are applied to a tree-structure ontology. If the goal of 
the customer’s need is known, by comparing the completeness of provided service 
information can generate a degree of fitness estimation. The closer the distance between 
the customer’s goal and supplier’s messages on the tree-structure ontology, the greater 
the fitness of the proposed service package. Utilizing an ontology-based search for task 
matching can understand how the service provider understands the customer’s needs 
and determines which service packages are the best candidates with highest fitness. 
However, this solution must assume that all the communicating parties are using the 
same ontology. Otherwise, some ontology transformation techniques should be applied 
to enable the communicating parties to understand each other. 
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Figure 8-1. A Hotel illustration on ontology-based task matching. 

(Left side: Customer’s ontology, Right side: Provider’s ontology) 
 

Table 8-2. Definition of ontology-based task matching 

Definition 1:  
 Let Gi symbolize the goal of customer i’s and be called Goal of Demander i, 

 (where n is a positive number and i∈ [1...n]) 

Definition 2: 
  Let Rsij symbolize the resource Rs shared by provider j with respect to Goal 
of  
  Demander i and Rsij be called Provider j’s Response to Demander i 

 (where m is a positive number and j∈ [1...m]) 

An illustration of the ontology-based task matching is shown as Figure 8-1. The 
fundamental definitions of the ontology-based task matching are listed in Table 8-2, 
which indicate the distance between the demander’s goal and provider’s proposal. The 
hotel case illustrates how the demander’s goal is mapped to the tree-structure ontology 
on the left side (O1) of Figure 26, while the provider’s service ontology is mapped to the 
right side (O2). Assuming the desired goal of the customer is Hotel 3, as presented in the 
figure, the G at O1 indicates the demander’s goal is assigned to Hotel 3, a sea-view 
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room. The Rsij at the provider’s service ontology O2 indicates the available service 
resource provision regarding the demander’s goal. Comparing the respective ontologies 
of the two communicating parties, let the demander’s depth of G be 5. Using that as the 
basis, the depth of the supplier’s resource Rsij is 4 (i.e. Depth (G, Rsij) =4). This means 
that even though the provided service may not totally satisfy demander’s expectations, 
the accuracy of service provision is nearing 80%. If there are not any better services 
available, the customer may consider the provided service Rsij as the alternative choice. 

In order to obtain suitable resources as soon as possible, the matching process will 
be executed when customer (demander) receives a response from various service 
providers. Once the response service messages satisfy the customer’s expectation, the 
ontology-based task matching process will determine whether the obtained service is 
acceptable and update the interaction-based experience. What should be noted is the 
judgment for interaction-based trust estimation is based on whether the response service 
message can actually fulfill the demander’s need. The interaction-based experience 
highlights the affective factors such as competence and benevolence, and puts the 
responsibility factor into the post purchase evaluation (the transaction-based experience). 
Different from previous studies that have focused on the service satisfaction comparison 
and are able to sort out the best fit candidate, as long as the provided service package 
information meet customer’s expectation (i.e., alternative choice is also satisfactorily) 
then all acceptable interactions should be treated as a positive interaction-based 
experience without discrimination.  

 Interaction-based experience evaluation for demander when receiving a 
respond message.  

 If Gi < Rsij, which means Rsij could fulfill the needs for Demander i, then 
demander will increase the interaction-based experience by 1 and update it for 
Provider j as formula (1) 

    
1

1IP
IP tLocal_Trus

tLocal_Trus +

+
=

n
                       (1) 

 If Gi > Rsij, which means Rsij could not fully satisfy the needs for Demander 
i, an advance flexible analysis will begin to determine the extended acceptable 
range by applying the flexible parameter α. 

 If Rsij (1+α) ≧ Gi , this represents that Rsij is acceptable for Demander 
i after the extension.  
Demander i will judge Provider j with a positive interaction-based 
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experience and update it as well as the formula (1). 

 If Rsij ( 1+α) < Gi , this represents that Rsij is still not acceptable after 
expanding the acceptable range for Demander i. It also means Demander 
i does not believe Provider j will fulfill the moral obligations and 
responsibilities to demonstrate a special concern for his interests above 
their own. A negative evaluation for interaction-based experience will be 
updated as formula (2) 

   
1

1IP
IP tLocal_Trus

tLocal_Trus +

−
=

n
                       (2) 

B. Consolidate available local trust data for self-owned interaction pseudonyms. 

When a peer receives the inquiry message asking for their opinions about a specific 
target peer, a consolidation process that gathers all available local trust data stored in 
self-owned interaction pseudonyms will be executed. A summarized local trust value 
will be transferred back to the inquiry peer as the answer to the creditability 
investigation. 

The first thing to do is explain why data is obtained from all interaction 
pseudonyms instead of the current active interaction pseudonym only. As mentioned in 
previous sections, our study uses the multiple-layered pseudonym design for 
unlinkability. The ambient e-service environment highlights the moment of value, 
identities (interaction pseudonyms) are short-lived and localized.  

Consider the following scenario illustrating the limitations of ambient e-service: 
IPA belongs to Alice and had interactions with IPX when IPA was activated. However, 
IPA did not complete the transaction, instead choosing to interact with another peer, and 
was disabled after the transaction is accomplished. Another identity will be created to 
replace IPA called IPB, which is unlinkable to IPA. Alice is the only one who knows that 
IPA and IPB are linked to the same owner; her peers do not know. Now, assume a peer 
IPC has sent a creditability investigation inquiry to IPB asking whether the IPX is 
trustworthy and requiring the personal opinion of IPB. That is, IPC will ask IPB for the 
local trust data for IPX. Even though IPC does not recognize the relationship between 
IPA and IPB, both IPA and IPB understand they belong to the same user. Therefore, if  
IPB would like to respond to the creditability investigation regarding IPX, IPB will 
analyze available local trust records (interaction-based experiences) in all identities 
belonging to the same user. In this case, the local trust records for IPX stored in both IPA 
and IPB will be consolidated as an average local trust value and sent to IPC from IPB. 
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The computation for local trust consolidation is shown as the following formula. 

)1(,)Trust Local Personal( 1
_

_

n
n

IPxi
IPxPLT

n

i
TrsutLocal

TrsutLocal

≤==
∑
=             (3) 

The Ipx Local_Trust represents the “Personal Local Trust (PLT)” as the 
consolidated local trust value regarding IPX when answering the creditability 
investigation requester. The n represents the number of identities that have interaction 
experience records, while i represents the serial number of the n interaction 
pseudonyms. 

For example: If 4 interaction pseudonyms (IP) had some previous interaction 
experience with the target peer IPX, the local trust values for the target peer are listed as 
(0.9, 0.6, 0.5, 0.4). The PLT value will be respond to the creditability investigation are 
computed as (0.9+0.6+0.5+0.4)/4=0.6 which indicates the personal local trust for IPX 
from all the identities belonged to the same user. 

Ambient e-service highlights the moment of value. Traditional designs consider to 
weight different records based on the time of occurrence, with more recent data having 
the higher weight. However, in the ambient e-environment, since identities are not 
long-lived and concentrate on most recent experience, the effect of applying a time 
decay function will not be significant. The design for lightweight computational 
considerations sets all available local trust values as equal weight rather than using a 
time decay function is a compromise solution.  

8.4.2 Interpersonal experience aggregation for 
heterogeneous data sources 

A. Gathering available for creditability investigation and target peer estimation. 

A people-centered environment such as ambient e-service highlights the 
collaborative interaction with surrounding users. The idea of experience sharing is not 
forced. The participant’s unwillingness to share their experiences must be respected, and 
peers may disregard creditability investigation inquiry messages without any 
consequences. After the creditability investigation message is sent, a time threshold T is 
applied to filter out the available peer list. Any responding messages exceeding the time 
threshold T will be discarded.  

Nearby peers may not totally trustworthy. Without additional reference information 
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for estimation of the risks of these unreliable experience sources, the global reputation 
of each interaction pseudonym may be used as the risk parameter for each information 
source. All obtained local trust scores must be calculated using the weighted average 
method, where the weight parameter is the global reputation of each interaction 
pseudonym. Gathering all available opinions from nearby peers through the creditability 
investigation for target peer estimation requires using the following formula. 
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The Nearby Peer’s Local Trust (NLT) is generated from formula (4). The ωmG_rep 
represents the global reputation from the mth interaction pseudonym. IPmxLocal-Trust 
represents the local trust estimation regarding the target peer IPX from the mth 
interaction pseudonym. 

B. Create transaction candidate list from aggregating obtained heterogeneous 
data sources. 

After the creditability investigation process is completed, we have possession of 
three types of information sources for trust estimation. Including: 

 Personal interaction-based experience from self-owned interaction 
pseudonyms. (Personal Local Trust, PLT) 

 Interpersonal interaction-based experience from creditability investigation. 
(Nearby Peer’s Local Trust, NLT) 

 Transaction-based global reputation for specific target peer. (Global 
Reputation, GR) 

How to utilize the three categories of heterogeneous data sources for estimating the 
trustworthiness of specific user involves each user’s thoughts and preference. Users may 
have various needs and reliability concerns for different information sources, these 
heterogeneous sources may be applied with different importance for the user’s final 
decision. The balance between heterogeneous information sources can be adjusted in the 
User Profile Management Module. The following three weighted parameters are used 
for the sake of aggregating heterogeneous information sources as the final score for trust 
candidate decision. The final score computation for trust candidate selection is shown as 
formula (5). 
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I. WPLT represents the weight of personal interaction-based experience from 
self-owned interaction pseudonyms. 

II. WNLT represents the weight of interpersonal interaction-based experience from 
creditability investigation. 

III. WGR represents the weight of transaction-based global reputation. 

GRNLTPLT

GRNLTPLT
FinalScore WWW

GRWNLTWPLTW
Trust

++
⋅+⋅+⋅

=                       (5) 

The final score for trust candidate selection represents the aggregate results from 
obtained heterogeneous data sources. A higher score means the information source is 
more trustworthy. A risk parameter β is also set up by the user in the User Profile as 
the trustworthiness threshold. Once the TrustFinalScore is lower thanβ, the corresponding 
interaction pseudonym is removed from the transaction candidate list. The best 
candidate will be the first priority for further service exchanges. 

8.5 Justification 

The U-ATM is designed to enhance the decision quality on trust evaluation via 
exploration of the collective wisdom of the surrounding user groups. In the ambient 
e-service environment, a multitude of transactions take place between anonymous 
sellers and buyers. Since users do not have permanent identities, they have to handle the 
trust problem. Mostly, a seller deals with this problem by insisting on payment in 
advance, thereby, protecting himself from deceitful buyers. The seller delivers the 
service package only after receiving payment from the buyer. The buyer therefore must 
be confident of the seller’s willingness to deliver the service package. 

Because the available e-service provision is highly dependent on the resources of 
the service provider, customers may not always get what they ask for. Aggressive sellers 
who are not able to provide requested services may decide to promote alternative 
choices, but customers may not want to waste their computational resources on 
annoying spam messages. After receiving the seller’s response, buyers have to decide 
whether to accept the provided choice. The interaction between the buyer and the seller 
can be formalized as a trust game discussed in several studies (Bolton, Katok, & 
Ockenfels, 2004; Buskens & Raub, 2002; Coleman, 1990; Dasgupta, 2000) but we 
emphasize encouraging collaboration instead of the individual gain payoff (Figure 8-2). 
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Figure 8-2. Simple trust game with reputation mechanism 

First, the buyer decides whether to accept the provided service and trust the seller. 
If buyer does not accept the alternatives or the buyer decides not to trust the seller, the 
interaction terminates and both parties forego the opportunity. If the buyer decides to 
trust the seller, a transaction takes place. In this transaction, the buyer transfers a 
valuable commodity to the seller (e.g. money). Then the seller decides whether to honor 
the trust shown by the buyer and to repay it with a commodity of equivalent value (e.g. 
e-service package) or to betray the buyer’s trust and keep the money. If the seller 
decides to honor the trust shown by the buyer, both parties receive positive reputation 
reward. If the seller cheats the buyer, the seller receives the negative reputation as the 
punishment. In the special case that the user receive an alternative choice, some users 
will treat it as an annoying spam message while others may accept it and take it under 
consideration. In such a case, the reputation feedback is based on the decision of the 
user’s behavior model. 

Due to the asymmetric information, a customer does not have complete 
information about a seller’s past behaviors. The only open accessible information is 
their global reputation. However, in a dynamic environment, where the user is in a 
distributed ad-hoc network environment, the available global reputation data are not 
able to satisfy user’s need to make a quality decision. Customers must make use of the 
service provider’s global reputation as well as the collective wisdom in their purchase 
decision. In the following sub-sections, several simulation experiments will be deployed 
to justify the performance of U-ATM in the quality trust estimation. In section 8.5.1, the 
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overall trust evaluation of U-ATM will be verified to distinguish the performance of 
creditability investigation. In section 8.5.2, we will examine the effects using a dynamic 
environmental construct which includes the group size, ratio of buyers and sellers, the 
availability of information sources, as well as the proportion of user behavior scenarios. 
In section 8.5.3, the balance between U-ATM interaction costs as well as the decision 
quality will be evaluated, which provides the reference material to determine the scope 
of future service applications. The detailed simulation procedures are illustrated in 
Appendix C. 

8.5.1 Simulation 1: Effect of Collective Wisdom 

In this simulation scenario, the goal is to verify whether the collective wisdom 
gathered from ubiquitous environment could improve the decision quality for estimating 
the trustworthiness of unfamiliar user. Two different reputation mechanisms are 
available for trust estimation: the traditional reputation mechanism allows users to 
estimate from the global reputation data and his/her owned personal transaction 
experience; the U-ATM equipped with creditability investigation module that can 
explore the collective wisdom of the ubiquitous environment as well as the global 
reputation data, and the user’s personal experience. The environmental variables are set 
as follows (Tables 8-3 and 8-4): 

Table 8-3. Simulation 1-- Environment Settings  

Environmental Variable Settings 

Group Size 25/50/75/100 Number of mobile users in the e-service environment. 

Tasks 25/50/75/100 Number of transaction tasks to be executed. 

Service Type 3 Variance of e-Service types availability. 

B/S Ratio 50% The ratio of buyers and sellers in the environment. 

Cheat Seller 50% The ratio of cheating sellers in the environment. 

No Feedback 25% 
The chance users do not feed back a reputation 
estimation 

Table 8-4. Simulation 1-- User Behavior Settings  

TRM Setting (Traditional Reputation Mechanism) 
User 
Behaviors 

Group A: 50% 
Group B: 50% 

Group A: Accept Alternative Service without C.I. 
Group B: Reject Alternative Service without C.I. 
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Weight 
Setting 

GR:50% 
PLT:50% 

GR: Weight of Global Reputation 
PLT: Weight of Personal Local Trust 

U-ATM Setting 

User 
Behaviors 

Group A: 25% 
Group B: 25% 
Group C: 25% 
Group D: 25% 

Group A: Accept Alternative Service without C.I. 
Group B: Reject Alternative Service without C.I. 
Group C: Accept Alternative Service with CI. 
Group D: Reject Alternative Service with C.I. 

GR: 50% 
PLT: 50% 

Group A and Group B 
Weight 
Setting 

GR: 25% 
PLT: 25% 
NLT: 50% 

Group C and Group D 

In the ubiquitous environment, user’s perishability and their anxiety level may 
strongly affect their interaction behaviors. User behaviors can be distinguished from the 
two dimensions and sorted into 4 stereotypes (Figure 8-3). 

 
Figure 8-3. User behavior stereotypes in the ubiquitous environment. 

Perishability represents the level of urgency the user brings to completion of the 
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task, the desire to obtain the service as soon as possible. With higher perishability, users 
prefer to consume their resources (eq. time and processing capability, etc.) in service 
discovery rather than comparing which user is more reliable. Instead, once the service 
provision is acceptable and the provider’s reliability fulfills their basic trustworthiness 
threshold, a transaction begins. The anxiety level represents the user’s mental perception 
of security protection and how they view the probability of privacy intrusions and 
security breaches. Users with lower anxiety levels may consider various received 
service information as an alternative choice even though the provided services may not 
be related to their request. By contras, users with a high anxiety level are serious about 
whether the provider cares about their needs. Since accepting messages consumes a 
user’s limited resources, spam messages or irrelevant service messages will be 
considered inimical actions. 

The simulation experiment result is shown as the following diagrams: Figure 8-4 
represents the transaction cheat rate in the U-ATM and TRM designs. For the overall 
performance, we can see that U-ATM improves the trust estimation of unfamiliar users 
and reduces the rate of transactions involving cheating to 15.83% in a risky 
environment that contains 50% cheaters, while TRM designs can reduce the average 
cheat transaction rate to 25.92%. 

 
Figure 8-4. Cheat Transaction Rate in U-ATM and TRM designs 

In the ambient e-service environment there is seldom information available for 
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users to estimate which user is trustworthy. This problem is more serious when a new 
market is opened since the global reputation of each identity is zero and may not satisfy 
the user’s trustworthiness threshold. This will lead to a desolate e-service environment 
since users may be afraid to transact with unfamiliar users. As the number of 
transactions increases, more interaction experience is stored in the environment. At the 
beginning stage the average cheat rate of U-ATM is 22.28% while the TRM is 24.68%. 
After 100 transactions take place, the average cheat rate of U-ATM falls to 10.79% 
while the TRM remains high at 29.45%. We can see that the cheat transaction rate of the 
U-ATM decreases significantly when the number of transactions increases. But the 
cheat rate of the TRM design is remains at the initial levels. 

For different group sizes in the e-service environment, small populations have a 
lower cheat transaction rate than big populations. Since in an unfamiliar environment, 
the smaller the group size, the easier it is for the user to collaborate with the surrounding 
users to identify which user has an unusual potential risk. When in the bigger group, 
there are no rich interaction experiences available for users to estimate a specific user’s 
trustworthiness. 

 
Figure 8-5. Successful transaction rate in the U-ATM and TRM designs 

In an ad-hoc e-service environment, people will be more careful to trade with those 
unfamiliar participants. Lake of trust or reliable information usually cause cautious 
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users withdraw transactions. Figure 8-5 represents the successful transaction rate in the 
U-ATM and TRM designs. In the risky environment setting, the successful transaction 
rate shows a significant difference between U-ATM design and TRM design. Since the 
U-ATM is equipped with a creditability investigation module that can gather nearby 
user’s interaction experiences as an alternative information source for trust estimation, 
this design will diminish user’s sense of insecurity and encourage users to carry on their 
transactions when they feel insecure about or unfamiliar with the transaction target. The 
TRM, lacking a creditability investigation module, takes only the self-owned experience 
and global reputation into consideration. However, in the beginning stages, that 
information is not enough to encourage users to participant in and embracing their 
desired e-services. The average successful transaction rate of U-ATM is 98.70% while 
the TRM is 62.60%. The barrier for users to enter the unfamiliar e-service environment 
can be overcome by exploring the collective wisdom of the ubiquitous environment. 

Simulation experiment results indicate that the U-ATM design can enhance the 
decision quality by exploring the collective wisdom of the ubiquitous environment. 
Advanced simulations are briefly introduced in the following subsections.  

8.5.2 Simulation 2: Dynamic Environmental Construct 

Advanced simulations for understanding the effects of U-ATM in a dynamic 
environment construct will be deployed in the following experimental items. This 
simulation experiment focuses on modulating the U-ATM parameters in order to find 
the optimal situation for U-ATM. Previous simulation takes places in a balance 
e-service environment that contains 50% of buyer and 50% of seller and the user 
behavior is in averagely distribution. Various types of distributions of seller-to-buyer 
ratio and user behaviors will be examined in the future to analyze possible marketing 
strategies in different e-service environments. 

A. Healthy Environment vs. Malicious Environment: 

Lack of trustworthy infrastructure within the ad-hoc mobile e-service environment, 
each peer basically needs to maintain all threats in the environment on its own. U-ATM 
enables the collective wisdom from e-service participants and supports collaborative 
trust evaluation of nearby users. It should be expected that U-ATM could integrate 
available resources within an e-service environment to prevent malicious events. In 
order to evaluate the performance of U-ATM in various situations, we then set up three 
kinds of environments: Healthy Environment, Malicious Environment, and Neutral 
Environment. The “Healthy Environment” contains 80% honest users and 20% 
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malicious users. On the contrast, the “Malicious Environment” contains 80% malicious 
users and 20% honest users. A “Neutral Environment” has half honest users and half 
malicious users as a benchmark for normal environment settings. We stabilize other 
parameter settings: there are 20 users within the e-service environment with a balanced 
buyer-to-seller ratio. User behaviors are assumed in normal distribution within a normal 
resource level. 

Figure 8-6 illustrates that use of U-ATM would help decrease cheat transaction rate. 
As interaction increases, the collective wisdom generated from participants’ 
co-experience would assist deter cheat transactions. The use of U-ATM is most effective 
in malicious environment – the cheat transaction rate could be lowered to 29% initially 
and would be down to 14% after 100 transactions take place.. As in the “Healthy 
Environment”, with the use of U-ATM, cheat transaction rate would remain under 8% 
for the whole simulations and drop to 1% after 100 transactions take place. Simulation 
results indicate U-ATM’s collective wisdom mechanism would assist improve 
decision-making quality for all environment settings. 

 

Figure 8-6. Cheat transaction rate in Healthy/ Neutral /Malicious Environment 
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Figure 8-7. Successful transaction rate in Healthy/Medium/Malicious Environment 

Figure 8-7 represents the successful transaction rates for U-ATM in different 
environment settings. The average successful transaction rate of U-ATM is above 98.8%. 
The U-ATM encourages business transactions for all e-service participants. Meanwhile, 
the collective wisdom relies on experience sharing, and as a result the overall cheat 
transaction rate tends to decrease as more transactions take place within the e-service 
environment. 

B. Buyer/ Seller Ratio Within e-Service Environment: 

Unbalanced market will affect supply and demand as well as success of 
transactions. A market which has more sellers than buyers gives buyers more 
opportunities for choosing desired trading partner, and so an ad-hoc unfamiliar e-service 
environment might enable buyers to find a relatively reliable trading partner more easily. 
In order to test the U-ATM performance for different buyer-to-seller ratios within the 
e-service environment, the simulation was run under three kinds of setting modes. As 
usual, we stabilize any other parameters. The only difference among the setting modes 
is the buyer-to-seller ratio. The “More Buyer” environment contains 80% buyer and 
20% seller while the “More Seller” environment contains 80% seller and 20% buyer. 
The “Neutral” environment uses equivalent buyer and seller as a benchmark for 
comparison with other two setting modes.  

Figure 8-8 illustrates the cheat transaction rates in e-service environment with 
different buyer-to-seller ratios. Simulation shows unstable experiment results in cheat 
transaction rates for different buyer-to-seller ratio settings. The cheat transaction rates in 
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both “More Buyer” and “More Seller” situations fluctuate all along the transactions. We 
found that as the desired service packages are sparse and held by malicious sellers, it 
tend to lead to a cheat transaction. Aside from these exceptional situations, U-ATM 
could still help reduce the cheat transaction rate within the e-service environment. 
Therefore, advanced simulation regarding service provider’s resource richness (i.e. 
substitutive ability) should be further examined. 

 
Figure 8-8. Cheat transaction rate in different Buyer/Seller ratios 

 
Figure 8-9. Successful transaction rate in different Buyer/Seller ratios 

Figure 8-9 represents the successful transaction rates for U-ATM with different 
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Buyer/Seller ratio settings. The average successful transaction rate of U-ATM is above 
96.9%. Again, U-ATM encourages transactions successfully for all e-service 
participants. Capitalizing on more interaction experiences from the e-service 
environment, U-ATM enables the overall cheat rate to decrease effectively. 

C. Resource substitutive ability of Service Provider:  

Seller’s resource richness represents whether the seller can provide suitable service 
packages to the buyers. If some desired products are only held by malicious sellers, 
buyers then have no choice and must take risks. This experiment examines how 
different levels of resource substitutive ability will affect the successful transaction rate 
as well as the cheat transaction rate. There are two kinds of resource substitutive ability 
settings in the experimental environment. Rich resources substitutive ability represents 
different service providers may hold various similar service/products that may satisfy 
customer’s needs. Buyers then have better chances to find replaceable service/products 
from other sellers. (i.e. Higher substitutive ability) On the contrast, poor resources 
substitutive ability represents that desired service/product are rare. Buyers can not find 
similar service/products from other service providers. Service providers then can 
monopolize some specific services which buyers are aspiring to obtain. We keep all 
other parameters unchanged in order to measure the effects of different resource 
substitutive abilities.  

 
Figure 8-10. Cheat transaction rate in different resource substitutive ability 

The simulation results are shown as Figure 8-10. It is clear that the cheat 
transaction rate in high level substitutive ability situations decreases significantly. 
However, the cheat rate in low level substitutive ability is unstable (varies from 10% to 
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17%). In the poor substitutive ability situation, once the desired service is only held by 
malicious users, cheat transaction is more likely to happen. Resources substitutive 
ability could affect cheat transaction rate. Poor resource substitutive ability might lead 
to exceptional problems if the resources were held by malicious service providers. In 
this specific situation, U-ATM cannot do too much to prevent the malicious events. 

8.5.3 Simulation 3: Interaction Cost vs. Decision Quality 

The following simulation experiment focuses on the system side. Heterogeneous 
information sources represent the possibility of bordering on the scope of collaborations. 
A larger number of transaction tasks taking place in the e-service environment may 
imply rich information availability, yet also higher interaction costs. The balance 
between interaction cost and decision quality should be examined to suggest the best 
e-service environment situation for the U-ATM. Average system interaction cost would 
be analyzed against improved decision quality.  

 Large Scale Simulations:  

 
Figure 8-11. Cheat transaction rate in various group size and transaction settings 

The first part of the simulation experiment takes place with large group size for 
large scale transactions. Up to 3000 transactions will be simulated within four different 
group sizes. Considering the environmental limitations that ZigBee supports short-range 
transmissions, the group size of participants in ambient e-service environment are 
unfolded into four types – 25 users, 50 users, 75 users and 100 users – for simulation 
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experiments. The experiment is designed for exploring the feasible general 
environmental parameter settings regarding group size and transaction number that 
should be further observed. 

Simulation experiment regarding U-ATM performance in different group sizes and 
transaction settings are shown as Figure 8-11. In a hazardous environment that contains 
50% malicious users, we wish to lower the cheat transaction rate to below 10% with 
reasonable interactions. As the ambient e-service highlights dynamic interactions and 
focuses on the value of the moment, long ago interaction experiences may be useless in 
improving the U-ATM performance. Although the simulation result indicates the cheat 
rate for all parameter settings would be below 5% after 3000 transactions. However, it is 
not reasonable to assume such extensive interactions may take place in a short period of 
time especially in such an ad-hoc e-service environment. Moreover, according to the 
communications shown in Figure 8-12, the interaction costs are comparably high in 
such extensive interaction situations. It is more reasonable to assume that the 
distribution of e-service participants would be sparser rather than a crowded deployment. 
Based on aforementioned reasons, advanced experiments will focus on the group size 
less than 25 users and observe the U-ATM performance under 100 transactions hereafter 

 
Figure 8-12. The interaction cost for various environmental settings 

 Small Group Simulations. 

Based on the simulations results, we suggest that the advanced simulation 
experiments should focus on small group interactions. The second part of the simulation 
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experiment takes place with five smaller group sizes within a certain limited scale of 
transactions. The group sizes fall into 5 categories: 5 users, 10 users, 15 users, 20 users 
and 25 users within the e-service environments. The objectives of the simulation 
experiment are to verify the performance as well as to find acceptable interaction costs 
of U-ATM in small group interactions. Both Malicious/Honest user ratio and the 
Buyer/Seller ratio are set to be equal, respectively. Also, the user behavior types are 
normally distributed. Resource richness is set in a neutral level. The performance of 
U-ATM in the small group experiments shows in the same manner as that in the large 
scale simulations. Collective wisdom of U-ATM generated from user interactions assists 
reduce the cheat rate smoothly and keeps it under 10% after 50 transactions under all 
scenarios. Figure 8-13 clearly presents the performance of U-ATM in the small group 
simulations. 

 

Figure 8-13. Cheat transaction rate for applying U-ATM in small groups 

Figure 8-14 represents the interaction costs for communication among e-service 
participants. Comparing with large scale simulations among large group size 
participants, the interactions costs among small group sizes are relatively affordable in a 
mobile environment. The more participants within the e-service environment, the more 
interactive communications must take place. As interactions increase, more experiences 
will be gained and shared within the e-service environment. The heterogeneous 
information sources are indispensable for quality decision-making, especially in the 
ad-hoc e-service environment. 
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Figure 8-14. The interaction cost for applying U-ATM in small groups 

The results of successful transaction rate experiment are shown as Figure 8-15, in 
which one may see the rate is more than 90% in the initial stage for most of the cases. 
U-ATM could encourage unfamiliar e-service participants’ collaboration and therefore 
to facilitate the transactions successfully. 

 

Figure 8-15. Successful transaction rate for small group simulations 




